Students
“take back the night”
By KATIE O’CONNOR and BILL CAMPBELL
News Writers

Approximately 40 students, both men and women, gathered outside of LaMana Hall at Saint Mary’s Sunday to voice their concerns over the problems of sexual assault existing on both campuses.

The Take Back the Night rally began this week’s Sexual Assault Awareness Week for the communities of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s.

After a brief introduction, the group began to march.

The walk proceeded down Saint Mary’s Avenue, across US 31. Down “Rape Road” and on to the Grotto. The walk was to acknowledge the fact that there is a problem presenting this community. Although there really is no solution to the problem, the group said they believed there are means to prevent further assaults. The solution presented involves realizing that only through uniting together, both emotionally and physically, can those actions be prevented.

The group chanted “People unite, take back the night”. “No Means No”, and other phrases to tell passers-by their views on rape and sexual harassment.

No particular person in the group passed in agreement with their views. In fact, some were vehemently opposed. The point of the march, and the whole see MARCH page 4

Nouwen leads weekend of prayer and reflection
By HELEN DIETEMAN
News Writer

This weekend Notre Dame hosted well known author and speaker Father Henri Nouwen and several of his special guests to three days of prayer and reflection.

The weekend was highlighted by a worship service on Friday evening and Nouwen’s presentations on Thursday evening and Saturday afternoon.

Several core members and assistants from four L’Arche communities for the mentally handicapped in the U.S. and Canada as well as members of the local Emmus community accompanied Nouwen on the weekend.

Thursday evening’s gathering at the Heschong Library Auditorium focused on the topic “God’s Love Experienced in Community.” Nouwen, who taught psychology at Notre Dame from 1966 to 1968, spoke of the importance of claiming, reclaiming, and proclaiming one’s humanity. He stressed that people’s differences are important; it is the universality of all people that matters.

Friday’s activities included a campus tour, lunch hosted by Keenan Hall, a tour of the Logan center, and a worship service titled “A Celebration of the Variety of our Gifts” at Epworth Memorial United Methodist Church, which was followed by a reception.

Saturday afternoon’s presentation was titled “Listening to God’s Call in a Noisy World: Discipleship and the Spiritual Life.” The afternoon of reflection began with a prayer, followed by an enactment of the Gospel story of the two disciples on the road to Emmaus and the story of the local Emmus community. Next, three L’Arche core members presented slides of their respective homes.

Nouwen then spoke for a short time about mourning and dancing. He stressed the fact that society pressures humans to hide their emotions and to deny their painful losses. He urged people to remember what Jesus asked them to do: recognize the pain of the loss and allow themselves the time and space to feel.

By acknowledging the hurt, Nouwen said, people discover those places they can’t move.

Rising to new heights
Knott Hall sophomore Elaine Maldonado and Grace freshman Tracy Ellis dazzle the crowds with their talent and enthusiasm at cheerleading tryouts at the JACC.

On the road to stardom
Meth-tones band member Brad Barnhorst, a 1991 Notre Dame graduate, participates in Saturday night’s Nazu ’90 band competition, closing Sesquicentennial Student Week.

USAir jet crashes in aborted takeoff
At least 20 of 51 on board confirmed to have died

NEW YORK (AP) — A USAir commuter jet crashed in a snowstorm Sunday after an aborted takeoff from La Guardia Airport, coming to rest partly in the waters of Flushing Bay. At least twenty people died.

An eyewitness said the plane left the ground, then fell back and burst into a “huge fireball” before sliding part way into the water.

Radio reports said rescue divers were in the water for survivors.

USAir Flight 405, bound for Cleveland carrying 47 passengers and four crew, skidded down the runway about 9:30 p.m., said Fire Department spokesman Jerry Sanford.

The plane caught fire and was half submerged in the water, he said.

Police Department Lt. Robert Nardin confirmed eight people were dead. Survivors, many of them burned, were being taken to hospitals.

Snow had been falling since about 5 p.m.

The aircraft was an F-28 4000 commuter jet, USAir spokesman John Bronson said in a tape-recorded message.

Witness Patrick Silver said the plane lifted off briefly, then slammed back down onto the runway, bursting into flames.

“Cataquiled three or four times before it went into the water,” Silver said. “It lit up the living room. It was a huge fireball.”

Federal Aviation Administration spokesman Jim Mathewson described the plane as a “relatively small two-engine jet with both engines on the rear of the fuselage.”

It was the second time in three years a plane has skidded off a runway at La Guardia. Both times they were USAir flights.

On Sept. 20, 1989, USAir Flight 508, bound for Charlotte, N.C., skidded off the end of a runway into the East River and broke into several pieces in an aborted takeoff.

At the time of this report, at least twenty people are confirmed to have died in the accident.

Ridgley to appear in court Tues.
By PETER LOFTUS
News Writer

Notre Dame student Troy Ridgley will appear in court Tuesday on charges of public intoxication and resisting arrest, according to the South Bend police department.

The charges stem from a Jan. 22 incident at Studio’s Lounge, 2206 Mishawaka Ave. in South Bend, in which Ridgley, a defensive lineman at the Notre Dame football team, refused to leave the kitchen of the club and resisted arrest by four police officers, according to the South Bend Police Department.

Tuesday’s 8 a.m. court appearance is a disposition hearing, at which a trial date may be set, or Ridgley’s attorney, Charles Ascher of South Bend, may ask for a continuance in the case.

To the prosecutor’s office did not know what the possible sentence would be in Ridgley’s case, and neither Ridgley nor Ascher could not be reached for comment.

Ridgley had been arrested twice before this Jan. 22 incident, in 1991, but charges were dropped in both cases.
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The world is a political turning point where no nation is capable of standing alone, according to Robert McNamara, former Secretary of Defense during the Kennedy and Johnson presidencies.

McNamara lead an open forum Friday night addressing the question "What vision of world order is desirable and possible?" Other speakers included Walden Bello, director of the Institute for Food and Development Policy and a Third World scholar and activist, Randall Forsberg, director of the Institute for Defence and Disarmament Studies, and Georgi Shaknazarov, longtime advisor to Mikhail Gorbatchev for political and international affairs.

McNamara said that in the twenty-first century relations between nations will dramatically change, but that "the United States will remain the world's greatest power, it (the U.S.) is not a great power on the verge of decline." The United States will live in a multi-polar world and we must adjust because Japan and Western Europe will take bigger steps also, according to McNamara.

Third world conflict existed before the cold war and will continue to exist, said McNamara adding that Third World military experiences have quintupled since 1960. Conflicts within nations and between nations will not disappear in the near future and the end of the Cold War does not mean an end to the competition of world powers, said McNamara.

McNamara stated that a magnitude of changes lie ahead and that with these changes comes the need for the development of new relations between the great powers and the other nations of the world. He outlined four objectives that will achieve his desirable and possible view of world order. First, all states must be provided guarantees against external aggression. Second, a mechanism must be provided to solve conflicts without unilateral decision making. Third, the commitment of the great powers is necessary. Finally, the flow of technological and financial systems must be increased to develop Third World countries and accelerate their rates of economical and social development.

McNamara highlighted the importance of the people and leaders of the developing countries. He also reiterated that the role of the industrialized nations is "to assist them, not replace them, in accelerating their rates of economical and social development."

Because it will be impossible for any nation to stand alone, "whenever the U.S. plays a decision role, we must accept collective decision making," said McNamara. He added that "when we (the U.S.) accepts collective decision making, other countries must accept risk sharing in the way of sharing economic costs and sharing political risks."

Addressing the subject of nuclear weapons, McNamara called for a "return in so far as practical to a non-nuclear world." This can be achieved by collective coercive action by the United Nations Security Council. McNamara also said that the threat of the use of nuclear weapons prevents war. Panelist Walden Bello's said view of world order is one based upon democracy, equity, and ecological sustainability. He said he is not in favor of a unipolar world where the south (the third world) is subsidized by the north (industrialized countries).

Bello said he is also in favor of the destruction of the world bank which he sees as an organization that was converted to a debt collection agency in the 1980s. In place of the world bank, Bello said he would like to see "a real organization dedicated to the development of the south, which is the world's largest population."

Bello said he would also like to see the creation of a World Environmental Authority that is controlled democratically by all countries on the basis of one nation, one vote.

Randall Forsberg related her views of a new world order specifically in relation peace, security, and demilitarization. She stated that the "U.S. should support multi national peacekeeping as decided by the United Nations, not the United States.

In our (the U.S. 's) part of the world we should change to defenses that are non-provocatively defense oriented, according to Forsberg. To achieve these "non offensive defenses, independent countries must cut to forces like air defense and coast guard.

Panelist Georgi Shakanazarov said that in his opinion of a new world order "the main task is to better the charters of international corporation and the governing of the world."
Havel faces troubled country

BRATISLAVA, Czechoslovakia (AP) — It was, after all, too good to be true: the post-prince delivering his country in a storybook revolution from communism into a golden age of wisdom and love.

Two years later, President Vaclav Havel presides over a land that was envisioned by the people and separ-...
Law students to donate earnings to fellowship

By HEATHER TREMBLAY
News Writer

The annual fund raiser given by the Public Interest Law Forum (PILF), a student funded fellowship, began in the law school Friday.

Law students with "traditional" paying summer jobs pledge their earnings, usually from one day, to support those who work in public interest fields, according to Susan William, one of the directors of PILF. These fields include such things as working in legal aid clinics and judicial clerkships. They are usually low paying or volunteer jobs, she said.

The money for the drive is pledged in the spring, collected over the summer, and distributed over the next school year, said William.

A table will be set up in the law school from March 20 to April 3 where students can make pledges. Many law firms match the amount pledged by their summer employees. They want to encourage the habit of public interest work, said William.

Last year the drive brought in between $5,000 and $4,000 from students. This year William hopes to receive $10,000, she said.

"I don't think it's too much," William said. "A day's salary is not a lot to give, and it really adds up."

The drive is important to keep people interested in public interest jobs, she said, because "most people can't afford to earn almost nothing over the summer."

---

Symposium will explore frontiers of engineering

Special to The Observer

The University of Notre Dame will hold a Sesquicentennial Symposium on "The Frontiers of Engineering Research" today and Tuesday at the Center for Continuing Education.

"The objective is assessment of current frontiers in each of the major engineering disciplines, directions in which we are moving, and an identification of areas of pressing research needs," according to Arvind Varma, professor of chemical engineering.

The symposium's events include the following discussions:

- "From the Sesquicentennial to the 21st Century through Civil Engineering," by Robert Taylor, professor of civil engineering at the University of California at Berkeley, today at 4 p.m.
- "Research in Information Theory: Is the End in Sight?" by James Massey, ND alumnaus and professor at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, Tuesday at 9 a.m., and "Engineer Research in the Thermal Sciences," by Richard Goldstein, head of the mechanical engineering department at the University of Minnesota, Tuesday at 10:30 a.m.
- "Challenges and Opportunities in Materials Science and Engineering," by Gareth Thomas, scientific director of the First National Center for Electron Microscopy and professor of materials science and mineral engineering at the University of California at Berkeley, today at 4 p.m.
- "Engineering Research in the 1990's," by Thomas Braunstein, professor of materials science and engineering at Cornell University, today at 2:30 p.m.

A table will be set up in the 21st Century place on Tuesday.

---

Attanasio to leave ND for St. Louis

By MARY MURPHY
News Writer

John Attanasio, professor of law at the University of Notre Dame, Law School and director of the University's Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, will resign both positions effective June 30 to become dean of St. Louis University Law School in St. Louis.

Attanasio has been a member of the Notre Dame Law School faculty since 1985 and director of the Kroc Peace Institute since July 1991.

"I've never looked to leave Notre Dame," Attanasio stated. "I am an academic, and I have a deep affection and high regard for the student body, the faculty, and the staff."

"The thing that really pushed me was the fit between my interests and their interests," Attanasio commented.

St. Louis University has a nationally recognized Health Law Center which includes a bioethics program. "I've done a lot of scholarship in bioethics," Attanasio stated.

"The Law School in St. Louis is also recognized for its program established in Eastern Europe. Attanasio has done parlementary and judicial works in Eastern Europe, thus building his expertise in that area."

"I have a deep interest in international law issues, particularly Eastern Europe and the European community," he remarked.

Attanasio described the Law School as a "tremendous place with great faculty." However, he said he hopes to "build it to the next level of excellence" by developing the international, health, and employment law programs.

Notre Dame will feel the loss of Professor Attanasio, according to Notre Dame's provost Timothy O'Meara.

"John Attanasio is an energetic and creative law scholar who is well suited to a deanship," said O'Meara. "We wish him well at St. Louis, and he takes with him our thanks for his contributions to Notre Dame both in the law school and in his brief stay as head of the peace institute."

---

Upcoming Events

THURSDAY, MARCH 26
MYRA SHAPIRO
Post and Author
"POEMS OF PEACE AND WAR"
Co-sponsored with the Department of English
4:00 p.m.
The Hesburgh Center Auditorium
FRIDAY, MARCH 27
SURESH BABU
Madras Christian College, India
"THE INDIA-PAKISTAN CONFLICT"
Co-sponsored with the Department of Government and International Studies and the Kellogg Institute
12:30 p.m.
Conference Room 103
The Hesburgh Center
Everyone Welcome

INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

Give a cheer!

Enthusiastic Notre Dame students cheer on their fellow classmates at the cheeringly byuots, which were held on Friday and Saturday night at the JACC.

---

ND GERMAN SUMMER LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

JUNE 3 – AUGUST 1, 1992

The Notre Dame German Summer Language Institute offers an intensive summer program of courses and cultural enrichment. Earn up to 8 language credits at $125 per credit hour! (3 credits) in small, lively classes taught with imagination. Both professors (William & Winner) are experienced in using unstructured, yet personalized instruction.

LEARN THE LANGUAGE OF THE 90's

German Feature Films/Soap Operas/Travelogues.computer/Videodiscs/Travelogues/DVDs/Daily Tautorial in state of the art language laboratory Talk into Recordings Personal Attention Imaginative Instruction Livey Classroom Atmosphere Two experienced Professors

Chauce enroll ed ( 3 credits each)

GERMAN 202
Beginning German I June 3 – July 3
Beginning German II July 8 – July 12
GERMAN 203
Intermediate German I June 7 – July 7
Intermediate German II July 12 – July 16
GERMAN 204
Advanced German I June 2 – July 2
Advanced German II July 7 – July 11

Application forms may be obtained by writing to

Summer School Director
312 Main Building
University of Notre Dame
Clinton, Brown debate issues over airwaves

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (AP) — Democratic presidential front-runner Bill Clinton defended his wife and his integrity Sunday as he and rival Jerry Brown dueled over the airwaves and across Connecticut in preparation for their first head-to-head showdown.

Clinton kept his focus on President Bush, saying Connecticut and other states that rely heavily on military work were "about to be blindsided" by defense cuts because Bush had no plan for converting to a civilian economy.

"No other nation would consider the kinds of cuts we are about to have," he said. "We wish to do it, the Arkansas governor told a community meeting in Bridgeport, an impoverished city that filed for bankruptcy last year.

But during a national television appearance, Clinton was peppered with questions about his integrity, and Brown used a separate television interview and his later events to attack Clinton.

Brown said Clinton's Arkansas administration will go down in the history books for what not to do in American politics. It either comes out now or George Bush and his samurai warriors make an appearance to us.

Clinton, interviewed on NBC's "Meet the Press," dismissed such suggestions.

"I have been subjected to attacks in the press that are unprecedented for anybody running for president," Clinton said. "I don't have any reservations about the strength of my character or my ability to be president."

Both Democrats headed from New York television studios to a day of campaigning in Connecticut, including a joint appearance at a church anti-violence rally with Jesse Jackson.

Jackson stole the show from the Democratic candidates, leading a spirited sermon in which he denounced the grip of drugs, violence and decaying families on America's inner cities.

"This is not your fault, but it is your challenge," he told the candidates seated behind him on the altar.

Political promises on the rise

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) — Politicians are usually adept at promising voters what they want to hear. Critics may call it pandering, but it's become part of every campaign. This year, the promises list is long and growing.

Democratic front-runner Bill Clinton, campaigning across Connecticut for Tuesday's primary, has criticized the Bush administration for moving to scrap contracts for the Seawolf submarine, built in Groton.

That seems to conflict with Clinton's general call for cuts in defense spending. But the cut, contained in Bush's budget, would result in the layoffs of thousands of Connecticut workers and has become an emotional political issue.

Former Sen. Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts, before he withdrew from the race last week, called it a "pandering" to Connecticut voters and suggested that the Seawolf should be supported by post-Cold War programs.

"It is not pandering," Clinton insisted Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press." He said he had consulted with "a wide range of defense advisers" before deciding to favor the sub.

He said Bush's proposal to kill the Seawolf was a "clear example of his insensitivity ... he's going to throw all those people on the street."

Former California Gov. Jerry Brown has also attacked Clinton on the Seawolf issue as he wages his own unconventional campaign here. He told a rally that the odds of Clinton actually preserving the Seawolf if he were elected is "about the same as his selecting (Connecticut Sen.) Joe Lieberman for vice president."

Clinton has accused Brown of "re-inventing himself" through the year.

President Bush, who has the highest profile for broken campaign promises with his abandoned "no new taxes" pledge, is no slicker in the pandering department this campaign season.

---

Spring clearance. Everyone must go. $224

Attentions shoppers. During our incredible spring sale, you can see the best of Britain for the best of prices - just $224 one way, based on round-trip purchase to London. Simply purchase your ticket by March 31, for travel Monday through Thursday commencing April 1 through June 14, 1992, and September 1 through September 30, 1992. And, if you're looking ahead this summer, you will find plenty of summer bargains affairs also. Of course, you'll receive the complementary headsets, free drinks, classic cuisine, and exceptional service that British Airways is famous for. So call your travel agent or British Airways at 1-800-AIRWAYS today. But don't wait. After all, if you're shopping for bargains this spring, wouldn't you rather do it in London?*

*Fare does not include $18 agricultural, customs and immigration fees, and international departure tax

BRITISH AIRWAYS
The world's favourite airline

---

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Fares Basis: YOKERE. Fare required round trip purchase. Applicable for travel beginning 4/1-92 through 9-30-92, and 10-1-92 through 3-17-93 only. Travel 8-1-92 through 8-31-92 slightly higher. Travel must be completed by 11-5-92. Minimum stay: 7 days (Maximum stay: 30 days or return by 9-19-92, whichever occurs first. Travel permitted Monday through Thursday, travel permitted other days of the week at additional charge. Travel permitted between Detroit and London on British Airways services only. Stop overs are permitted. Reservations and ticket issue must be completed at least 2 days prior to departure or before 3:30 PM, whichever comes first. Outbound reservations may not be changed, except reservations may be changed for a fee of $50. Fare is nonrefundable once tickets are issued. Fare may be combined with previous sale on R.A. land packages. Unless specifically permitted by written promotional material issued by British Airways, this promotion may not be combined with any other fare or special promotional offer, past, present, or future. Frequent Flyer mileage awards may not be redeemed in conjunction with this offer. Children, Privileged Traveler and other discounts not permitted. This fare may not be available on all flights, and may not be available when you call. Fares are subject to change without notice and are subject to Government Approvals.
Monday, March 23, 1992
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**Vote in Tatarstan may strengthen union**

KAZAN, Russia (AP) — Tatarstan's president is seeking to allay fears his region's overwhelming vote for independence could help splinter the Russian Federation, said Sunday visit by the president's deputy to reaffirm his support for Boris Yeltsin's government.

"Our first step will be to announce a tighter union with Russia," the deputy said, adding "the final step incurs ties, to create new relations with a reformed Russia." President Mintimer Shaimiyev said in an interview with The Associated Press.

He spoke a day after citizens of the region voted nearly 2-1 in favor of declaring Tatarstan a sovereign state. The referendum raised fears that the so-called "autonomous republic" of 3.7 million people would secede from Russia, starting a process that could unravel the federation's patchwork of ethnic homelands.

The Russian government has refused to accept the Tatarstan referendum, which was declared unconstitutional by Moscow. It dissolved the legislature and strongly opposed by Yeltsin.

Shaimiyev said previously that the region, 300 miles east of Moscow, was simply trying to curb government salary cuts and other natural resources to benefit its own people.

He suggested Sunday that the referendum could save his government's re-election bid — if Yeltsin's government took the opportunity to grant real autonomy to Tatarstan that have been autonomous in name only.

**Tirana, Albania (AP) — Citizens of Europe's poorest country voted Sunday in a referendum to decide whether the region, voters in larger cities solidly supported the referendum and are expected to do so again.

Following a second round of votes from a dozen parties were running for the new parliament. The current parliament has 250 seats. The new one will have about 300 seats. Each of 100 electoral districts, and how many on depending on how many votes are cast in each district. The vote will be held across all regions.

The results confirm current government's desire to impose a new constitution. Government candidates won 60 percent of the vote in Tirana, the capital, where they were expected to do well. It reported that Democratic captured 65 percent of the vote in a district in the countryside and almost 78 percent in the northern town of Kruse.

Initial projections by the Democratic late Sunday showed their party winning a stunning 79 percent of the vote in 33 districts and 15 percent for the Socialists. Those projections could not be confirmed and the Democratic party said estimates by three polling firms might not be accurate.

PARIS (AP) President Francois Mitterrand's Socialists captured 95 percent of the vote in regional elections Sunday as disillusioned voters shifted away from the mainstream parties toward extreme-right and ecology movements, according to nearly complete results.

In Sunday's balloting, the Democratic Party was expected to ride to victory on a wave of discontent. About 200 people loudly cheered Democratic leader Sali Berisha at a polling station in Tirana. As he cast his ballot, Berisha said: "This day marks the end of the Communist night and the beginning of the day of democracy and the new Albania." But in the village of Perondi, in the country's south, the FCP's Tiran veteran said people saw the Socialists as the "only party interested in the poor.""It's a real sorry," acknowledged government spokesman Jack Lang. He blamed the results on "a sort of erosion" he said all parties face when they have lost touch with the electorate.

The Socialists took over in 1981, and Mitterrand won a second seven-year term in 1988. Premier Edith Cresson, whose deep unpopularity is among the reasons for the Socialist decline, immediately denied that she would resign as head of government.

The alliance of two conservative parties -- the Rally for the Republic and the Union for French Democracy -- won the largest share of the vote at 33 percent. Two rival ecological parties shared 14 percent of the vote, the extreme-right National Front got 13.5 percent and the Communists 7.9 percent.

The conservatives' tally was notably lower than the 39 percent they got in 1986. Coupled with the good showing by the Socialists, the latter, the election signaled frustration with traditional politics.

"Confusion reigns," said one commentator for France 2. "The French above all sanctioned the Socialist Party, which finally showed it's a shambles."

The pugnacious Jean-Marie Le Pen speculated that his National Front could have fared better if his rallies hadn't been disrupted by sometimes violent protests during the campaign.

The voting followed a nasty campaign that focused on personal rather than policy issues, and left many citizens too disgusted to vote.

A late surge in voting before polling stations closed at 4 p.m. swung through 70 percent in Tirana, the port city of Durres and Kruje.

**France sees shift from Socialism"**

French President Francois Mitterrand's Socialists captured 95 percent of the vote in regional elections Sunday as disillusioned voters shifted away from the mainstream parties toward extreme-right and ecology movements, according to nearly complete results.

In Sunday's balloting, the Democratic Party was expected to ride to victory on a wave of discontent. About 200 people loudly cheered Democratic leader Sali Berisha at a polling station in Tirana. As he cast his ballot, Berisha said: "This day marks the end of the Communist night and the beginning of the day of democracy and the new Albania." But in the village of Perondi, in the country's south, the FCP's Tiran veteran said people saw the Socialists as the "only party interested in the poor.""It's a real sorry," acknowledged government spokesman Jack Lang. He blamed the results on "a sort of erosion" he said all parties face when they have lost touch with the electorate.

The Socialists took over in 1981, and Mitterrand won a second seven-year term in 1988. Premier Edith Cresson, whose deep unpopularity is among the reasons for the Socialist decline, immediately denied that she would resign as head of government.

The alliance of two conservative parties -- the Rally for the Republic and the Union for French Democracy -- won the largest share of the vote at 33 percent. Two rival ecological parties shared 14 percent of the vote, the extreme-right National Front got 13.5 percent and the Communists 7.9 percent.

The conservatives' tally was notably lower than the 39 percent they got in 1986. Coupled with the good showing by the Socialists, the latter, the election signaled frustration with traditional politics.

"Confusion reigns," said one commentator for France 2. "The French above all sanctioned the Socialist Party, which finally showed it's a shambles."

The pugnacious Jean-Marie Le Pen speculated that his National Front could have fared better if his rallies hadn't been disrupted by sometimes violent protests during the campaign.

The voting followed a nasty campaign that focused on personal rather than policy issues, and left many citizens too disgusted to vote.

A late surge in voting before polling stations closed at 4 p.m. swung through 70 percent in Tirana, the port city of Durres and Kruje.

**Thinking of doing a year of service?**

How about doing it for a lifetime?

The Holy Cross Candidate Year 1992-93

A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in a religious vocation in the Catholic Church. The candidate year provides a foundation to serve as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conner, S.C.S.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6385

**Guatemalan imports**

- New shipment from Guatemala
- Bargain corner
- Silk clothing from India
- Raffle for chance to win $60 in merchandise

(Proceeds go to Cooperative/Clinic in Mezcales, Guatemala)

Rm 108 LaFortune
Mon-Sat March 23-28
10 - 5 pm

---

FRIDAY DINNER

LIONS CLUB'S 5TH Ann ual Fundraiser

OAK ROOM
SOUTHWEST HALL

Fea tured M ar ch 23, 27

CALL OUR M ENU L INE -- 239-7518
ATTENTION JUNIORS

TOP FOUR REASONS TO GET YOUR SENIOR YEARBOOK PORTRAIT TAKEN THIS SPRING:

4) SAVE BUCKS. Pay 50% less on the traditional sitting fee than you would in the fall.

3) BE COUNTED. If you will be abroad first semester senior year, this will be your only chance to get your portrait into next year’s yearbook.

2) NO UGLIES. Get them taken now, and if you don’t like the way they turn out, you can take them again in the fall.

1) LOOK DARK. Sport that tremendous Spring Break tan in your portrait.

PORTRAIT SITTING TIMES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mon. Mar. 30-Wed. Apr 1</th>
<th>Thursday Apr. 2</th>
<th>Friday Apr. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 a.m.-3 p.m.</td>
<td>11 a.m.-1 p.m.</td>
<td>11 a.m.-1 p.m.</td>
<td>3 p.m.-5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you want your portrait taken on these days, sign up at the Information desk in LaFortune during the week Mar. 23-27.</td>
<td>If you want your portrait taken on this day, sign up at North Dining Hall during lunch or dinner on Mar. 26-27.</td>
<td>If you want your portrait taken on this day, sign up at South Dining Hall during lunch or dinner on Mar. 26-27.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All portraits will be taken in room 108 LaFortune.
For further information or questions, call the Student Activities Office at 239-7308.
New documents serve history more than justice

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Nazi hunters sifting Russian, European and Argentine archives have uncovered previously unseen documents on the Holocaust, and in provincial capitals in the former Soviet Union that were off-limits during the Cold War.

And last month, Argentine President Carlos Menem released files to the Los Angeles-based Simon Wiesenthal Center about Nazis who fled to Argentina after World War II.

What researchers are finding will add detail to Nazi atrocities and the fates of thousands who disappeared in the Holocaust, but the archives also may be off-limits to researchers.

“We must move with dispatch, because time is against justice,” said Martin Mendelsohn, legal counsel to the Wiesenthal Center and former chief of the Justice Department’s Nazi-hunting unit.

Brewster Chamberlin, an archivist of the new United States Holocaust Museum in Washington, has microfilmed documents in Latvia, Moscow, Ukraine, Byelorussia, Hungary, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia and eastern Germany. The museum will have 1 million documents from the Holocaust when it opens next year.

Included are faded photographs, yellowed papers, records on Nazi death squads, population counts for Jewish ghettos and concentration camps, transportation orders and notations on the sale of Jewish property.

The archives also promise to shed light on the fate of Gypsies, resistance fighters, Jehovah’s Witnesses and others persecuted in Central and Eastern Europe, Chamberlin said.

But, he said, “The fate or destiny of those who participated generally is not shown unless they were killed in carrying out their horrid duties.”

Allan Ryan Jr., a former chief of the Justice Department’s Office of Special Investigations, estimates 10,000 war criminals, including prison guards, their superiors and collaborators, were among 400,000 refugees who came to the United States between 1945 and 1952.

Since it was founded in 1979, the office has obtained orders to deport only 30 alleged war criminals from the United States. Prosecutions by the office based on the new information are unlikely, Ryan said.

“The trail grows cold. Witnesses die,” said Ryan, now a Harvard University attorney.

Cases that could be made in 1950 can’t be made (today). And the burden of proof against the government is very high.

The joy of cooking

Jacquelin Martinez (left) and Nisha Patel, sophomores of Knott Hall, test their culinary skills and avoid the dining hall cuisine in Knott’s kitchen.

Trial revealed ‘goofy godfather’

NEW YORK (AP) — Once hailed as a criminal mastermind, John Gotti has emerged at his racketeering trial as a goofy godfather who violated the underworld’s basic rules: No drug dealers, no loose talk, no blatant tax dodging. And no losing money on your own games.

Witnesses and surveillance tapes have shown Gotti surrounding himself with heroin traffickers, talking constantly about his activities, repeatedly falling to file tax returns and losing large sums at the gambling operations that were his alleged source of income.

Gotti may be intelligent — he’s reported to have an I.Q. of around 140 — and even his critics gave him credit for a certain low cunning. What else would explain his rise from lonely mub associate in 1977 to boss of the mighty Gambino crime family in 1985? And his acquittal in three trials in five years?

But FBI tapes, prosecution testimony and Gotti’s own words at his trial have made the Dapper Don look like a dummy. The counts in this unofficial indictment:

• The Gambler

Gotti and three partners put up $120,000 a decade ago to start an illegal casino. But Gotti began to bet against the house, and after a few nights he was in debt for $55,000.

He fared no better betting on sports. At one point in the 1981 football season, Gotti was down $200,000.

• The Loose Talker

Gotti was slow to appreciate the quantum leap in the government’s electronic eavesdropping skills. Many of his most damaging admissions were recorded in an apartment above the Ravenite Social Club, his hangout in Manhattan’s Little Italy neighborhood.

He spent much of January 1990 expounding on the virtue of silence — as the FBI listened. In Jan. 24, he warned his colleagues about the danger of being recorded: “From now on, I’m telling you, if you guy just so much as mentions ‘La,’ ... I’m gonna strangle the guy. ... He don’t have to say, ‘Cosa Nostra.’ Just ‘La,’ and they go.”

• The Wrong Friends

His brother Gene is serving a 50-year prison sentence, and his brother Vincent is also in prison for narcotics trafficking. Some of the people who allegedly conspired with Gotti to kill former Gambino boss Paul Castellano were drug dealers, and several are now serving long sentences.

Castellano, a boss from the old school, had to be dissuaded from killing “Little Pete” Tambone for drug dealing, and wound up banishing him. Gotti later promoted him.

• The Missing Returns

Between 1984 and 1989, Gotti did not file a single federal tax return.

Sophomores and freshmen

PHILOSOPHY:
Meet Your Majors
Tuesday, March 24th
7:00-8:00 pm
Room 115 O'Shag
Refreshments Served

For further information contact
Prof. David Soloman
Room 357 O'Shag, 7574

FREE TANNING

Chicago Hair Cutting Co.
GRACE PR, MEHOEALAMA
277-7946
Daily 9-6
Sat. 8-2, Sun. 1-5
Tonight...President & Mrs. Jimmy Carter...
Stepan Center

The University of Notre Dame
presents the inaugural

Notre Dame Award

to

President Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn Carter

Monday, March 23
7 p.m.
Stepan Center

All are invited to attend the presentation and hear a lecture delivered by former President Carter
If You Blink, You'll Miss The Big NeXT™ Sale.

Nearly 40% savings before March 31

Admittedly, we're not giving you a lot of time. On the other hand, we're giving you one of the most extraordinary deals you'll ever see!

Purchase a NeXTstation™ Color computer, with 17- or 21-inch Color Display and 4096 dpi Next™ Laser Printer by March 31st, and get nearly 40% off the list price.

Of course, even if you're not after a NeXTstation Color computer offers more than any other machine in its class: 16-bit color, 16 MIPS, standard RS-232, RS-422, AM, CCITT and X.21 sound, vast storage, true multitasking and the industry's only true object oriented system software.

With over 30 bundled applications, including Mathematica, NeXTView, NeXTSTEP, NeXTPDF, NeXTWrite, NeXTMath and Soft-PCI, it's a perfect productivity machine as well.

Visit the Notre Dame Computer Resale Center!

DON'T GET
WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET INTO THE SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE?

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Sure, there are other schools. But why settle?
Kaplan prep courses help students raise their scores and merit a seat at the top schools.
Kaplan courses are held at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of the Hechberg Center for International Studies.

If You Blink, You'll Miss The Big NeXT™ Sale.
Dear Editor:

Nine years ago, my thirteen-year-old cousin, Louis, was almost taken away from me. I woke early on Christmas morning to find Santa had come. We hurried to wish our parents a Merry Christmas and convince them it was time to get up and open the gifts.

After breakfast, I put on my new red sweater and called my brother to wear his flat black jacket. We attended Mass and celebrated the holiday with family.

When our Christmas feast was complete, my brother, Louis, and I left the adults to watch television in Louis' room. I was ushered from the dining room events; we talked for a while until I fell asleep on the other bed. That night, my seventeen-year-old cousin insisted "impossible". I was never the same.

Later, when at home, unreadying for bed, I realized I had lost one of the people to whom I had trusted myself. When she asked where it might be and wondered if I had done careless of it, I wanted so much to know what had happened, but Louis' threats echoed in my mind. Instead, I remained confused, frightened and silent.

Since then, this was practically a brother to me, we were inseparable. He taught me to ride a bike, to swim, and to blow bubbles with my gum. He promised he'd never let anyone hurt me. Ironically, it was he who needed protection from me.

I blame continued and worsened as I grew older. When I was almost thirteen, I was terrified of becoming pregnant, and despite his threats, I finally told him and we were not. Suddenly, the nightmare was real. And for the very first time, I cried.

After many years of counseling and gradually sharing my experience with close friends and family, I still felt alone and empty. I began to recognize my frustration and anger at those who had hurt me and who tried to alleviate my pain.

Dear Editor:

I never called it rape. And I have had to live with it to deal with it and I do mean that literally. I never called it mine. I never called it. I never called it. I never called it pain. I never called it. It is everyone's concern—men and women alike. It is our hope that the events of this week will stimulate discussion and action about the problem of sexual assault.

Shelia Buckman
Karen Jorgenson
Teresa Lynch
Missy Sherman
CARE

Poem: 'I never called it rape'"
Dear Editor:

My first year at Saint Mary's might best be described as an emotional roller coaster. The experience of being away from home combined with the isolation of the academic setting made it difficult to connect with new friends. I was struggling with the pressure to excel both academically and socially. We participated in campus activities, but not feeling at home.

I thought I was going to kill me, and many times in the following years I have almost wished he had. He seemed to be getting me to prevent me from screaming, although I was too frightened to yell or scream. I remember being unable to remove my clothing. The man who raped me left me crying in my room, and I felt like I would just die if he did not rape me.

Anonymous, and from the phone in the basement of the dormitory where they were not able to trace the call back to me, I declined to give my name to Saint Mary's Security to report the incident, so that the officers could be more focused in that area of campus, to try to avoid any other attacks.

But the officer who answered the phone refused to lend credence to the story. I did not refuse to give my name, telling him I was afraid that something "substantial" in order to be taken seriously. This meant me not knowing what to expect, if I was going to be personally involved in the legal system. I declined to put myself through the motions and I was disappointed that according to security protocol, my rape was somehow "real" than one which is not. I was put to make me feel like I was responsible for the attack so that I could feel as though I still had some control over the situation. The first thing I did was

Dear Editor:

in the fall semester of '89 I became close friends with a man named "Adam." Throughout the semester we spent time together. We talked every day, shared secrets, and laughs. The day before Christmas, January, we returned to South Bend and called each other immediately.

My best friend and I went to his house. There were a bunch of others there who were also going to the Christmas stories. Adam at one point pulled me aside and gave me a square key to his room. He was being more flirtatious than we've ever been, but I knew that we both cared for each other a lot and were ready for the next step. He told me that I needed to get away from him, I could lock myself in his room and take a break. I wanted him to know that I was attracted to him, but I also told him that I was afraid. I told him that I had been raped during my Senior year in high school, and I was very uncomfortable about the dance and "left," about how hard it was for me to trust people. I was afraid that my relationships had to be for me. I told him I liked him, but that he would have to respect that. He hugged me and said that he understood. And that he cared. We talked and I decided to spend our last day together.

I decided to try playing games as I locked myself in the bathroom. I was really upset and cried. We decided to stay the night, since none of us could drive. It was Adam who told me to go sleep in his room, since they were still paring out in the living room.

I stumbled down from the loft, took off my shoes and jeans and passed out. I woke up at 8:30 the next morning and I'm still in the same position. Adam was in bed with me. I felt strange, but my friends and I were devastated there. I blamed the unreasonableness on my hangover.

I climbed down from the loft and went to the bathroom. There was semen all over my pubic hair and my stomach. I just stood there trying to chip the flakes off of my stomach. It wouldn't come off. I woke up my best friend and we left.

I talked to an EPT counselor and she didn't have any more to say. Our next couple of days I talked to the counselors and I was called my therapist. Adam and I didn't talk much. I saw him around campus, but we didn't talk. He said he was going to the hospital to be checked out. Adam and I continued to be did not mention anything. For the next couple of days I was in the hospital and called my therapist. Adam and I didn't talk much. I saw him around school, but we didn't talk. He said he was going to the hospital to be checked out.

I didn't say anything until my therapist and I talked to our therapist, and I was a little bit too late. I was scared, and I didn't have any more to say. None of my friends knew that I'd lain awake in bed all night, waiting for my loved one to wake up. They had thought maybe I was recreating the rape. I wondered if I knew where I was. Did he really think it was something that I could talk about being raped, crying in a bathroom, or did he think I was making it up? Did he think I was lying? I had thought that maybe I was recreating the rape.

I wanted to trust a friend, but I was confused. I felt betrayed by my best friend, but I didn't tell anyone else. None of my friends knew that I'd lain awake in bed all night, waiting for my loved one to wake up. They had thought maybe I was recreating the rape. I wondered if I knew where I was. Did he really think it was something that I could talk about being raped, crying in a bathroom, or did he think I was making it up? Did he think I was lying? I had thought that maybe I was recreating the rape.

I had a dream that I was black and white and I was alone. Some people would say that I deserved what I got because I was drinking. Others would say that I deserved it because it's what I brought on myself. It turned my world upside down, and I have been changed forever since.

My trust in a friend was completely destroyed. It was something that I had not been able to let go of. I never told anyone else. None of my friends knew that I'd lain awake in bed all night, waiting for my loved one to wake up. They had thought maybe I was recreating the rape. I wondered if I knew where I was. Did he really think it was something that I could talk about being raped, crying in a bathroom, or did he think I was making it up? Did he think I was lying? I had thought that maybe I was recreating the rape.

I had a dream that I was black and white and I was alone. Some people would say that I deserved what I got because I was drinking. Others would say that I deserved it because it's what I brought on myself. It turned my world upside down, and I have been changed forever since.

My trust in a friend was completely destroyed. It was something that I had not been able to let go of. I never told anyone else. None of my friends knew that I'd lain awake in bed all night, waiting for my loved one to wake up. They had thought maybe I was recreating the rape. I wondered if I knew where I was. Did he really think it was something that I could talk about being raped, crying in a bathroom, or did he think I was making it up? Did he think I was lying? I had thought that maybe I was recreating the rape.
Bridging the gap

ND sophomores set up internships while seeing Russia first-hand

By SEAN FARNAN
Accent Writer

C ancun. South Padre Island. Daytona. These are among several popular spring break destinations. But Moscow?

Unlike most ND students, sophomores Chris Barry and Joe Rogers traveled to Russia and Estonia. As liaisons for the Notre Dame Citizens Democracy Corps, they set up internships for members of the Notre Dame Council on International Business Development's Citizen Democracy Corps (CDC). They were accompanied by Professor Igor Grazin of the Notre Dame Law School and former member of the Supreme Soviet.

The CDC is a "student arm of the goal of Notre Dame—international peace, communication, cooperation. We are promoting the spirit and ethics of Notre Dame. The students are going over there to show entrepreneurs that ethical business works. That is the message we are spreading," Rogers explained.

"What the CDC is doing is planting a seed. We're putting students in a business environment that right now does not exist," Rogers continued. "By sending students there, we'll be bridging the gap. Once the bridge is built, everyone can cross it. We cannot let Russia slide, because no one wins if someone loses."

"This is the first time in the world that a planned economy, like Russia, has attempted to make the transition to a free market. So in this transitional time, a free market is being operated by people who were educated under a planned economy. The people are not used to working nine to five and then to whatever it takes to earn the bonus," Rogers said.

Even with these hardships, the people in the Russian neighborhoods still possess a cohesive and optimistic nature. The people still have a communist ideology of everyone sticking together and taking care of each other, Barry explained.

In addition to arranging the internships, the students recalled their week-long Russian experience. Beyond the business aspects of the trip, the Americans in the foreign world gained a first-hand view of life in Russia. In Moscow we saw about 70 to 100 people standing in the bread line as well as 60 to 80 people waiting for cigarettes. Even the family we stayed with had problems buying gasoline," Barry said.

According to Barry, the public buildings were beautiful because they're financed by the government. "But the apartments are dilapidated," Barry said. "The living conditions are not the best but, they're not awful. There is a lot of peeling paint."

Barry continued to explain that the apartments were comfortable but definitely not extravagant. "They were not extremely large, but warm, with nice carpeting, a small kitchen, a TV room, a bedroom and a small bathroom," Barry said.

Barry believes that the major problem does not lie so much with shortage of food and consumer goods. The problem exists because workers' wages are unable to keep pace with rapidly escalating prices. "At the McDonald's in Moscow, for example, customers can purchase four hamburgers, four large fries, and four large Cokes for about 2.50 American dollars. The rent for a modest apartment in Moscow runs approximately $5 per month. A loaf of bread costs about $.59," said Barry.

Barry continues to provide more examples of the economic difficulties. Russians are experiencing trouble with the current situation considering the average monthly wage is approximately $10. Professionals such as doctors are marginally better off, earning about $20 per month. In addition to these problems, the price liberalization policies now in effect have allowed prices on some goods such as bread to double over a one week period.

Regardless of the hardships, both Barry and Rogers recognized a distinct spirit within the Russian people: "The people don't know where they are going but they know that they don't want to go backwards," Rogers commented.

He continues, "When I asked a young lady 'How are you going to adapt after 70 years of Communist rule?' She said, 'My country has been around for thousands of years and 70 years isn't a long time, we've endured greater hardships. This is a period of struggle but it's nothing the Russian spirit cannot conquer.'"
Murray sparks Bruins to easy victory over Cardinals

Aggies continue down Cinderella path

TEMPLE, Ariz. (AP) — Tracy Murray led a first-half rush with 10 straight points and Gerald Maddkins sparked a second-half spurt as fourth-ranked UCLA beat Arizona State 85-69 Sunday to advance to the NCAA tournament's round of 16.

Murray, who finished with 26 points and eight rebounds, scored 10 in a row in 1.2 seconds that gave the Bruins (27-4) a 23-1 lead midway through the first half.

Maddkins, who had 14 of his 18 in the second half, sparked a 9-2 run early in the second half after UCLA, trailing 32-25 at halftime, trimmed the deficit to 32-30.

Included was a four-point play when Maddkins was fouled making a basket and was seized.

That opened the lead to 46-35 and Louisville never came closer than nine as the top-seeded Bruins moved on to Albuquerque for a game Thursday night with New Mexico State.

The Bruins made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.

After Benjamín's 3-pointer tied it at 65, Sam Crawford made two free throws to give New Mexico State a 67-65 lead with 2:50 remaining.

The Aggies made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.

After Benjamín's 3-pointer tied it at 65, Sam Crawford made two free throws to give New Mexico State a 67-65 lead with 2:50 remaining.

The Aggies made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.

After Benjamín's 3-pointer tied it at 65, Sam Crawford made two free throws to give New Mexico State a 67-65 lead with 2:50 remaining.

The Aggies made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.

After Benjamín's 3-pointer tied it at 65, Sam Crawford made two free throws to give New Mexico State a 67-65 lead with 2:50 remaining.

The Aggies made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.

After Benjamín's 3-pointer tied it at 65, Sam Crawford made two free throws to give New Mexico State a 67-65 lead with 2:50 remaining.

The Aggies made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.

After Benjamín's 3-pointer tied it at 65, Sam Crawford made two free throws to give New Mexico State a 67-65 lead with 2:50 remaining.

The Aggies made 16 consecutive free throws, eight by Chris Hickman, to end the game after Cliff Reid missed a pair which could have broken a tie with 3.20 left.
NIT ROUNDSUP


WEDNESDAY-1:25 p.m., "Peace Breaks Out; An Eyewitness Report of the First Week of Ceasefire in El Salvador", slide presentation and discussion with Steve Moravitz, at the C.S.C.
Tennessee State got no closer following Michigan to score 11 of limited the Buccaneers’ 3-point play and a hustling defense that to negate East Tennessee size with 13-of-25 shooting with just one regular over 6-too much for from 3-point range in Friday’s first-round victory over No. 10 Arizona. But the Buccaneers were able to negate East Tennessee State’s quickness and perimeter shooting with dominating inside play and a hustling defense that limited the Buccaneers’ 3-point effectiveness. The only exception was early in the second half, when East Tennessee State hit six of its first seven 3-point attempts to cut the 20-point halftime deficit to eight with 13:05 left. But the Buccaneers missed their next six 3-point tries, allowing Michigan to score 11 of the next 13 points. East Tennessee State got no closer than 10 after that.

The loss ended a nine-game winning streak for East Tennessee State (24-7), which was trying to become the first Southern Conference team to win two NCAA tournament games since Virginia Military Institute went to the East Region finals in 1976. Greg Denns, East Tennessee State’s all-time leading scorer, had a career-best 31 in his final game.

Tulane’s defense, sparked by reserves known as the Posse, gave the Cowboys some trouble, but it didn’t matter because of OSU’s shooting touch.

Tulane’s pressuring defense, sparked by reserves known as the Posse, gave the Cowboys some trouble, but it didn’t matter because of OSU’s shooting touch.

WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN BECOMING AN ASSISTANT TO THE NOTRE DAME JUDICIAL COUNCIL?

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

ELECTIONS Assistant
LEGAL CONCERNS Assistant
TRAINING Assistant
ETHICS COMMITTEE Assistant

each of whom will be eligible for the position of Judicial Council President for the Academic Year 1993-1994.

ELIGIBILITY:

Any current Freshman, Sophomore, or Junior of both academic and disciplinary good standing who is interested in working with Student Government and the administration.

DUE DATE:

Pick up an application at the Student Government Office in LaFortune and return it to the Student Government Secretary by FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 1992.

WHAT’S THE FUTURE OF THIS RELATIONSHIP?

A workshop for couples in a serious relationship who want to explore choices and decisions for the future including the possibility of marriage.

SUNDAY, MARCH 29, 1992
12:30 - 5:00

TOPICS TO BE PRESENTED:

- Stages of relationships
- Expectations for the future
- Steps in making healthy decisions

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS WORKSHOP, BUT... PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED BY MARCH 25.

Applications can be picked up at either Campus Ministry Office: Badin Hall or Library Concours. Call 339-5242 for more information.
Student Government announces the first annual Frank O'Malley Undergraduate Teaching Award

This award will be presented to a faculty member who exhibits the ideals of Frank O'Malley through emphasis on and excellence in undergraduate teaching.

Undergraduate students who are interested in working with the selection committee are asked to contact the Student Government Office at 239-7668 by Wednesday, March 25
Kentucky, UMass advance to Sweet 16

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) — Jamal Mashburn scored 27 points and sixth-ranked Kentucky fought off a late Iowa State rally to reach the No. 16 seed of the NCAA tournament with a 106-98 victory Sunday.=

Led by Thaddeus Jones, the Cyclones cut an 88-76 deficit with 6:52 left to 93-90 on two free throws by Brad Pippett with 3:18 to go. But Iowa State (21-11) played too late.

The second-seeded Wildcats, banned from the NCAA tournament the past two years while on probation, played in the regional finals Thursday in Philadelphia.

Kentucky (29-6) led all the way, but had little chance to relax as Thadgen had 32 points and 13 rebounds, both career highs, for the 10th-seeded Cyclones.

After the Wildcats took an 86-74 lead, Mashburn got their

sixth points, but Thigpen got 14 of Iowa State’s next 20 points. Thigpen made the score 98-94 on his two free throws with 54 seconds left.

Kentucky’s Richie Farmer and Bayless then traded two foul shots each before Farmer hit two more, making the score 102-96 with 36 seconds left. Pippett’s two free throws cut the lead to four points with 24 seconds left.

But Sean Woods hit a foul shot one second later. John Pelphey added two free throws for the four-point lead with 6.9 seconds to play.

Massachusetts 77, Syracuse 71, OT

WORCESTER, Mass. — Harper Williams made a desperation 3-point shot as the shot clock ran out with 30 seconds left in overtime Sunday, and Massachusetts advanced to the East Regional semifinals with a 77-71 victory over Syracuse.

The 17th-ranked Minutemen (30-4) were seeded third and had to defend that position until the victory over No. 21 Syracuse, which was seeded sixth.

Massachusetts, the Atlantic-10 champions and winners of 14 straight, will meet No. 6 Kentucky (28-6) on Thursday night in Philadelphia. The Wildcats beat Iowa State 106-98 in the second round.

Williams, who had struggled all game with his shooting, was forced into the role of hero after a controversial out-of bounds call gave Massachusetts the ball with 35 seconds to play — and just in time on the shot clock.

The Minutemen inbounded the ball at Williams, a 6-foot-7 junior center, was left with no option except the shot from just beyond the 3-point range with 18 seconds left.
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Just two losses in its last 23 games.

Ball State takes title as Irish can’t hold two-run lead in 7th

By JIM VOLG
Assistant Sports Editor

The Notre Dame softball team fell to Ball State, 4-3, in nine innings in the championship round of the Sycamore Classic on Saturday. The Irish took second place to the Cardinals, who also beat the Irish on Friday.

While Notre Dame won just two of five games in the tournament, they showed progress. In the first game, Ball State threw a no-hitter at the Irish.

“She kept on throwing rise balls and we were going right after them,” explained Irish assistant coach Liz Miller.

But in the final game, Notre Dame came out more disciplined and determined not to swing at pitches out of the strike zone. The new hitting strategy paid off quickly.

In the first inning, freshman Sara Hayes hit her second homer of the season to start the Irish ahead. The team went all last year without a round-tripper.

“Right now, Sara is probably the biggest free-swinger for us,” said Miller of Hayes, whose power-hitting display signalled a move from leadoff to the third spot in the Irish batting order.

Miller is also impressed with Hayes’ behavior at the plate.

“He steps up with very little pressure and shows discipline,” said Miller.

Still, the Irish offense let up and let the Cardinals back in the game in the seventh.

Staci Alford, who replaced starter Carrie Miller, allowed a two-ball single that dribbled into the middle to send the game into extra innings. The Cardinals then prevailed with a run in the ninth off Alford (4-1).

“We had every opportunity to win the game, but we were hesitant,” said Miller. “When you make mistakes against a good team, it’s bound to hurt you.”

In Notre Dame’s second game, Indiana State shut the Irish offense down again, scoring a 5-0 victory. Alford suffered a sprained ankle in warmups and had to leave after the second inning.

The Irish bats finally showed up later that day against Wisconsin-Green Bay, leading them to a 3-2 win.

“Our offense started off slow this weekend, We hit the ball hard but not in the holes,” said Miller, who credited shortstop Ruth Kmak for getting the team going with a key triple in the game.

Second baseman Christy Conroyner and first baseman Stephanie Pinter also contributed clutch hits.

On Saturday, senior Melissa Linen shut down the Phoenix, 2-1, evening her record at 5-5 on the season.

“It was probably the best game she’s pitched this year,” said Miller, who has been working with the pitchers on altering their pitch selection.

In the past, Missy relied on her riser. But with the final batter, she changed speeds for a strikeout.

RECYCLE ME

Freshman Sara Hayes slugged her second home run of the season Saturday, but it wasn’t enough as the Irish lost to Ball State, 4-3.

Sun Devils sweep three games from Irish

Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame baseball team lost a three-game series to Arizona State over the weekend. The Sun Devils swept the Irish with a 9-5 win on Friday, a 10-5 win on Saturday, and a 2-10 of a Mile from Campus
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Two-Room Single that dribbled up

2 in Sunday.

in the opening game of the series, junior Pat Leahy, junior Dave Sinnen, and freshman Craig Allen combined their pitching talents in the game, but came up short. Junior Al Waliana and sophomore Tom Price ran into some trouble on the mound in the second game while junior Chris Michalak and freshmen Tim Krauss and Dan Adams were on the losing end of the mound in the final game.

Complete results will be in the Observer on Tuesday.

The Notre Dame softball team fell to Ball State, 4-3, in nine innings in the championship round of the Sycamore Classic on Saturday. The Irish took second place to the Cardinals, who also beat the Irish on Friday.
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In Notre Dame’s second game, Indiana State shut the Irish offense down again, scoring a 5-0 victory. Alford suffered a sprained ankle in warmups and had to leave after the second inning.

The Irish bats finally showed up later that day against Wisconsin-Green Bay, leading them to a 3-2 win.

“Our offense started off slow this weekend, We hit the ball hard but not in the holes,” said Miller, who credited shortstop Ruth Kmak for getting the team going with a key triple in the game. Second baseman Christy Conroyner and first baseman Stephanie Pinter also contributed clutch hits.
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The Observer is now accepting application for the following position:

Accent Copy Editor

Please submit a one-page personal statement to Jahnelle Harrigan by by 5 p.m. on Friday, March 27. Call Jahnelle Harrigan at 239-5303 for more information.

Late charge by Heat burns Nets, 107-100

MIAMI (AP) — Grant Long scored eight of his season-high 29 points in the final 2:02 and Miami scored 11 consecutive points late in the game to beat New Jersey 107-100.

Derrick Coleman, who scored 32 points for the Nets, hit three throws during a 7-0 run that gave them a 96-93 lead with 3:04 left.

The Heat, who moved past Milwaukee and New Jersey in the race for the eighth and final playoff spot in the NBA's Eastern Conference, then scored the next 11 points for a 104-98 lead with 1:61 remaining.

SuperSonics 113, Mavericks 105

DALLAS — Eddie Johnson scored 31 points and Seattle came back from a 26-point deficit to hand Dallas its 13th consecutive defeat.

Rolando Blackman scored 26 points for the Mavericks, who tied a club-record with 46 first-quarter points, but couldn’t hold a 53-27 lead with 9:43 left in the second quarter. It was the biggest lead Dallas has ever blown, surpassing a 23-point advantage the Mavericks allowed Denver to overcome in 1985.

Dallas hasn’t won since Feb. 28 in running up its longest losing streak of the season. The team record, set in 1981, is 15 consecutive losses.
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Lottery for Bulls Tickets in Senior Class Office

23rd 3-5pm, 24th 2-4pm, 25th 3-5pm

Each winning number can buy 2 tickets @ $20 each for the April 13th game vs. Atlanta Hawks

Winners will be announced March 30. Limit 4 IDs per person.
Rugby club rallies to defeat no. 8 Purdue

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

It was a big weekend for the Notre Dame Rugby Club. Ranked sixth in the Midwest, the Irish faced their toughest match this year, and they proved it the mettle, winning 18-15 on a last-second kick. The Black and White squad defeated the Boilermakers, 34-0, while the Irish knocked off Valparaiso 18-12.

Facing a team of Purdue's caliber was a good measuring stick for the Irish. "This was a great game for us to prepare for the Midwest Tournament," said club president Victor Pisani. "It helped us judge our progress and realize the areas where we need to improve." The team did not appear to be many areas where improvement is needed, but the team is not satisfied. "We need better support on tackles to keep possession of the ball," Pisani explained, "and we have to work on defending the opposition's kicking game."

If they can improve in those areas they should be a force to contend with at the Midwest Tournament opening on April 11.

Like the NCAA basketball tournament, 16 teams will compete in each region and the winners will move on to the "final four." Notre Dame will host the preliminary rounds of the Midwest Tournament. The The Notre Dame Rugby Club tuned up for the upcoming Midwest Tournament with a 18-15 victory over Purdue, the Irish faced their toughest weekend.

However, the Irish face another other test before they can start thinking about the tournament. The South Side Irish, a men's club from Chicago, visits the Stepan Fields next Saturday, with the A-game beginning at noon.

After Saturday's win over Purdue, however, the Irish are confident about their chances against any opponent.

"We got a victory against a quality Midwest team and we didn't feel we played our best," Pisani added, "so we are feeling optimistic."
SBCD/AACBCCUS Organization and the Office of Alcohol & Drug Education encourage all students to complete the following forms for their donations to be considered.

1. "Safe Spring Break" Pledge and Drawing Event held during the week of March 2, 1992. For more information, call 239-6100. The prize is for a complete resume package from Kinkos, which includes:

- Complete Resume Package, complete with matching envelopes and cover letter sheets-plus you can choose from a wide variety of papers, styles, techniques and formats.
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SPELUNKER

JAY HOSLER

C R O S S W O R D

MARX-JO SBNT ME

to

TELL YOU

THAT RATHER DRINK WARM PUDDING THAN GO OUT WITH YOU.

APPROPRIATELY I RATE JUST BELOW BODIES WITH HER.

AND SHE COMPLAINS YOU DON'T HELP OUT AROUND THE HOUSE.

HES A TRICKY DEVIL, BUT I'LL GET HIM SOONER OR LATER!

THE FAR SIDE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

GARY LARSON

SPIN

JOHN MONKS

C A L V I N A N D H O B B E S

NEW AGE PUBLIC

PUBLIC ENEMY NO. 1

THE CHIMURUS

NEW AGE PUBLIC

MARGARINE PARTY

WHY IS IT A MARGARINE PARTY EVERYWHERE?

THEY ATE NOT DELICIOUS, THEY ARE!

N O W F O R E G O T

They don't want delicious

CURRENTS ON THE BLOCK

THEMSELVES TO ME TO TELL YOU SHE'S RATHER DRINK WARM PUDDING THAN GO OUT WITH YOU.

INSULT AMONG INJURY.

YOU'RE A PRO.

REJECTION - MAN

V

CALVIN AND HOBBES

APPARENTLY I RATE JUST BELOW BODIES WITH HER.

BELOW B U S S WITH HER./

AND SHE COMPLAINS YOU DON'T HELP OUT AROUND THE HOUSE.

HES A TRICKY DEVIL, BUT I'LL GET HIM SOONER OR LATER!

PING PING PING

KRITCU KRUNCH

DOW N

36 Throws

26 Ibsen character

21 B ritish verb suffix

19 Serious wrongdoing

16 Greek unit

15 Optimistic

14 Lamprey fishermen

13 Tax collectors

12 Make a secondhand deal

11 Energy agency

10 Moorehead and

9 Thankless one

8 ------ se

5 Corrida cry

4 Prefix: mouth

3 Mineral suffix

2 Esteem

1 --- culpa

10 --- sea

5 --- braun

4 Nice summer

3 Slippery ------

2 --- Braun

1 --- casino

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Serious wrongdoing

6 Brown pigment

11 Figlio

13 Satellite for

16 Dateline

18 Shakespearean killer

20 Electrical unit

21 British verb suffix

26 Clean character

27 Trigeminal ratio

28 Assistance

30 Portrait's thickness

31 Surname

33 Make a mistake

35 Musical syllable

36 Alley denizens

39 7 Basic Latin verb

40 Brown pigments

42 Agreeable feature

43 Relief from grief

44 Prefix: mouth

45 Goddess of agriculture

46 Nice summer

47 Mineral suffix

48 Do wrong

49 Newspaper VIPs

50 --- July

51 Understand

52 Computer Delta

53 Spanish article

54 In the way (5 wds.)

55 Off a biological class

56 Played for time

57 Life

58 Winter forecast

59 Slippery ------

61 ------ Braun

62 Played for time

63 Life

64 Winter forecast

65 ---mouthed

66 One of the Bobsey Twins

67 --- secondhand

68 --- flamingo

69 Newspaper VIPs

70 --- July

71 Understand

72 Computer Delta

73 Spanish article

74 In the way (5 wds.)

75 Off a biological class

76 Played for time

77 Life

78 Winter forecast

79 Slippery ------

80 --- Braun

81 --- secondhand

82 --- flamingo

C A M P U S

Monday

7 p.m. Film, "Acetone." Annenberg Auditorium.

9:15 p.m. Film, "Avant Garde." Annenberg Auditorium.

LECTURES

Monday

Noon. Lecture, "God, Truth, and Oaths," Stephen Carter, Cromwell Professor of Law, Yale University, Law School Courthouse.

4:15 p.m. Paul and Barbara Henkels Visiting Scholars Series, Urban Finance Under Siege, "Is History About to Be Repeated?" Katharine Lyall, professor and acting president, University of Wisconsin System, Room 122, Hayes-Healy Center.

6:30 p.m. Lecture, "Junior: Preparing for Effective Job Search," Paul Reynolds of the Career and Placement Services office, 127 Newland Science Hall.

7 p.m. Lecture with presentation of the Notre Dame Award, Former President Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn Carter, Stepan Center.

8 p.m. Lecture, "Imagining History in the Bible," Robert Alter, University California, Berkeley. Auditorium, Hesburgh Library Auditorium.
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The Observer is now looking for persons interested in drawing cartoons for the 1992-1993 school year.

To apply, submit a portfolio of at least 10 cartoons with cover letter to John Rock at The Observer by April 28 at 5:00 pm. Applicants must be able to produce 5 cartoons per week.

If you have any questions, call The Observer at 239-7471.
**Irish host K-State in 2nd round of NIT**

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Editor

The Notre Dame men’s basketball team (15-14) will attempt to take one step closer to New York tonight.

The Irish take on Kansas State (16-13) in the second round of the National Invitation Tournament at 7:30 p.m. at the Joyce AEC.

The Wildcats are coming off an 85-74 first round win over Western Kentucky. K-State dominated the game from the opening tip, as it jumped out to an 11-2 lead and cruised the rest of the way.

“I’m impressed with what I have seen of Kansas State,” Irish coach John MacLeod said. “They have a great team with a lot of talent.

They are a quick, athletic team that could present us with some problems which I am concerned about.”

One of these problems is the fact that the Wildcats start a four-guard lineup featuring senior A.J. Callenberg, junior Marcus Zeigler, senior Joe Jones, six-foot-four junior Vincent Jackson, six-foot-three junior Gaylot Henderson and five-foot-eleven senior Marcus Cannon.

Joe Jones leads the team in scoring with a 15.3 points per game average, including 25 against Western Kentucky, and Zeigler, the K-State point guard, comes in with a fine 3.7-2-1 assist to turnover ratio.

Six-foot-eight senior Wylie Howard provides an inside presence for the Wildcats, leading the team in rebounding with a 6.7 per game average.

This four-guard set might force the Irish to show a smaller lineup at times to counter Kansas State’s quickness. They did this for a portion of the second half last week against Michigan, when they played small. Senior Marcus Cannon, junior Rob Bennett and Damon Jones all played in the backcourt.

Bill Taylor and Malik Russell played forward and provided the Irish with an extra size center.

This unit is on the floor, Notre Dame will rely heavily on Taylor and Russell, who combined for 17 points in the first round against Oklahoma City.

“Wylie is a big help to have someone else putting points on the board,” MacLeod said.

Tate is a great athlete who could present us with some problems which I am concerned about.”

If Notre Dame can slow down the Wildcats in the backcourt, it will have a better chance to advance in the tournament.

The Irish are returning to the NIT for the fourth time under coach John MacLeod.

Williams sets career bests at NCAA championships

By JIM VOGEL
Assistant Sports Editor

J.J. McGrew, from Cleveland, Ok., and Marcus Gowens and Chuck Weaver, both from Del City, Ok., all made a homecoming last weekend.

But Notre Dame wrestling coach Fran McCann speculated that perhaps the "home advantage" only put more pressures on his wrestlers in the NCAA Championships held in Oklahoma City.

"All three guys wrestled well," said McCann. "The only thing that disappointed was not being able to capitalize.

We were the same people as the first two weeks before the West Regional. We finished third in the tournament for All-American honors.

This is the end of the season," said Matt Welsh. "Next year we will have a better chance to compete in the NCAA championships, but the experience was great.

My goal is to be a four-year starter," said Mark Cagle. "I will continue to work hard and hopefully I will be able to be a four-year starter."